“Treat the whole patient and not
the hole in the patient”
A practical tool for the treatment of a patient with a complexe wound.
H.Post MAANP 2007. Zaandam, The Netherlands
Is the wound a burn or an
oncological wound/ulcer?

Yes

No

Is the underlying cause known?

Use the available guideline/protocol burns or oncological wounds/ulcers.
Consult the tissue viability nurse (TVN) if necessary or arrange referral
to a specialist.

No

Contact the responsible physician, carry out further tests and/or refer
to a specialist for further investigation if necessary.

No

Prepare a wound treatment plan with the aim to achieve comfort.
Consult the TVN if necessary. ID: sometimes the goal is wound healing,
in that case skip this step.

No

Prepare a treatment plan together with the patient with the aim to
achieve comfort. Consult the TVN if necessary.

No

Optimalise the fluid and nutritional status. Consult with or refer to a
dietician if necessary.

Yes

Can the underlying cause be treated?
Yes

Does the patient want to be treated?
Yes

Is the patient's fluid and
nutritional status optimal?
Yes

Have all the relevant preventative
and/or curative support measures/
aids been applied?

No

Apply all relevant preventative and/or curative support measures/aids.
Consult, if necessary, a TVN or occupational therapist.

Treatment of a patient with a complexe wound is
a continuous process. All steps should be followed
at start and evaluation (once every two weeks)
of the wound care. The products listed here do not
heal the wound. They counteract the detrimental
factors to produce an optimal environment in which
the body can heal the wound itself (autolysis). All
detrimental factors should be treated, concurrently
if necessary, by using a combination of different
products or combined products.
Pay attention to e.g.:
- (Differential)Diagnoses
- Medication
- Therapy
- Prognosis
- Perfusion
- Fluid and nutritional status

Try to limit the number of times the
bandages are changed, paying special
attention to the management of:
- Odour
- Exudate
- Pain

Consider for example:
- Compression therapy
- Anti- pressure relief devices
- Optimalising posture and positioning
- Relieving pressure (offloading diabetic foot)

Yes

Is the patient in pain (because of
the wound)?

Yes

Perform a pain assessment and take the appropriate interventions.

Yes

Use debridement to remove necrosis or fibrin:
- Sharp by using a scalpel, scissors, etc. (done by doctor, surgeon or TVN);
- Mechanical by using cleaning solution (e.g. Eusol, only as recommended
and coordinated by a doctor or TVN);
- Autolytic, self-cleaning of the wound by creating a moist wound
environment.

No

Is there non vital (necrotic or sloughy
tissue) present in the wound bed?

No

Select a treatment that creates a moist wound environment
(pay attention to the amount of exudate and depth of the wound).
Apply wound edge protection if necessary. Another way of removing
necrosis/fibrin is by applying enzymes or maggots.

Is there an adequate healing tendency?

Yes

No

Is there any critical colonisation or
infection?

No

A disturbance in the biochemical
balance is probably involved
(proteases, growth factors).

Yes

Pay attention to:
- Nature, location, time, intensity and
cohesion of the pain symptoms. Use the NRS
(pain indicated on a scale of 1-10).
- Go to the next step
Autolysis can be stimulated e.g. by:
- Hydrogel
- Transparent foil
- Hydrocolloid
- Alginate
- Foam

Select a treatment that creates a moist wound environment
(pay attention to the amount of exudate and depth of the wound).
Apply wound edge protection if necessary.

Moist wound treatment can involve e.g. using:
- Impregnated ointment compress
- Hydrogel
- Transparent foil
- Hydrocolloid
- Alginate
- Hydrofibre
- Foam

Apply a treatment which restores the bacterial balance. Select a
treatment that creates a moist wound environment (pay attention to
the amount of exudate and depth of the wound). Apply wound edge
protection if necessary.
Consider administering antibiotics for fever if necessary.

Restore the bacterial balance e.g. by using:
- Silver preparation (or product)
- Iodine preparation (or product)
- Honey preparation (or product)

Apply a treatment which restores the biochemical balance. Select a
treatment that creates a moist wound environment (pay attention to
the amount of exudate and depth of the wound). Apply wound edge
protection if necessary.

Restore the biochemical balance e.g. by
using:
- Protease inhibitor (ECM)
- Collagene

Is there an adequate healing tendency?

Yes

No

Refer to a specialist for further investigation.
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